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Abstract: The paper presents an approach to analyzing food packages based on the eye-tracking analysis of consumers
exposed to experimentally designed prototypes of packages based on Rule Developing Experimentation methodology. In
addition, the paper analyses emotional reactions to conceptual packages (the respondent had a choice among seven alternatives, including one ‘non-emotion’ response). The combined approach allows the researcher and the designer to control
the stimuli, presenting known combinations to the respondent leading to the discovery of existing links between what the
researcher can do to the stimulus by means of a systematic design, how the eye tracks these changes, and what type of response the participant in a study might make (e.g., interest, statement of emotion). The paper explores this new interlinked
approach working with a popular product, wine in a box.

INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, innovation and advances in technology have radically altered the packaging industry revolutionizing the four main functions of packaging - containment,
protection, convenience and communication [1]. The main
purposes of the packaging are to provide a safe and convenient storage for the food, protect it from spoilage and pests
and facilitate easy transportation. The aesthetic side of wrapping the mainstream food came only in the last two hundred
years [2] with many of the packages beautified by top
designers, evolving these advances from technology into art.
The products must figuratively ‘jump out’ at the consumer in
order that the consumer picks it out from the shelf, where it
competes with many other offerings. Experts advise that the
graphics designer should be as bold as package configuration, space, and stacking position allow, using lively, persuasive colors, striking typefaces and prominent, creative photography or illustration [3]. On the other hand, this revolution all too frequently led to creations of art on the shelves of
supermarkets without regard to consumer needs and tastes,
sustainability, and the like.
Rule Developing Experimentation (RDE), first formalized by the senior authors of the paper (AG and HM) in cooperation with Wharton Business School [4], has been
adopted to optimize packages, websites and magazine
covers. RDE refers to a systematized solution-oriented business process of experimentation, which designs, tests, and
modifies alternative ideas, packages, products, or services in
a disciplined way. The stimuli are laid out using statistical
*Address correspondence to this author at the Moskowitz Jacobs Inc., 1025
Westchester Ave., White Plains, New York 10604, USA; Tel: 914-4217400; Fax: 914-428-8364; E-mail: articles@alexgofman.com
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design, allowing the developer and marketer to discover
what appeals to the customer, even if the customer can’t
articulate the need, much less the solution.
RDE is based on conjoint methods that have proliferated
in the last few years. Conjoint measurement refers to a class
of research and analytic procedures that estimate the contribution of individual elements or components from respondent reactions to the entire mixture or total concept. When
the respondent evaluates the systematically varied concepts
on interest, simple modeling often done using “dummy variable regression” reveals what each element contributes to the
respondent concept ratings. These part-worth contributions
or utilities have meaning in an absolute sense pointing to
how many rating points are added or what proportion of the
respondent population becomes interested when the element
is inserted into the concept. These utilities can be databased
in order to measure brand value over time, throughout consumer population segments, and across countries [5].
Psychologists try to analyze consumer perception using
other approaches. Researchers who worked with subjects in
experiments in the 1920’s were confronted by innovations in
technology such as the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)
meter, which measured electrical conductance on the skin,
and which later was to take its place as a standard physiological measure in the world of psychology. Later, researchers began to measure the electrical properties of the skin,
especially those of muscles, and then later take complete
electroencephalograms (EEG’s) of the head. Another wellknown GSR application is the lie-detector or so called PolyGraph. All of these efforts were to supplement current ways
of measuring subjective responses, and perhaps open up new
paths. The newest of these technologies is brain scans [6].
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During the past decade, the notion has been developing
that eye tracking or analyzing one’s gaze could provide additional insights into consumer behavior. Eye tracking follows
the eye of the user, using technology to track where the eye
moves when looking at an object, in our case - inspecting a
package. Thus, at a more cognitively meaningful level, eye
tracking provides a way for the researcher to know what the
person is looking at, even if the person cannot articulate
what he sees.
Formally defined, eye tracking is a general term for techniques for measuring the point of gaze, where a person
looks. Since human behavior and thinking is linked to where
people look, the ability to measure eye gaze adds value to
behavioral research and analysis.
Eye tracking originated in the late 1800s, used first by
experimental psychologists and physiologists. Their equipment was intimidating, probably because most researchers at
that time had to craft their own equipment with materials at
hand. There were devices attached to the eyes of people, in
what probably was a fairly painful or at least annoying way.
Equipment advances with technology breakthroughs. Eye
tracking is no different. Over time the barriers have fallen,
reducing the intrusiveness of equipment (always a discouraging factor), increasing robustness, and improving the means
to compute results rapidly and automatically. Finally, and
probably most important, the price for the equipment has
dropped, making the technology in reach of those who are
interested in the problems, not simply those who are fortunate to have a skilled equipment-maker, and the financial
resources to make things happen [7].
The first of these more modern, more recognizable technologies for eye tracking appeared on the scene about 70
years ago in the 1930’s. The trackers used beams of light that
were shined, reflected by the eye and recorded on film.
Today there are modern eye trackers that do not affect test
subjects or users and that do not require extensive technical
expertise. Non-intrusiveness and ease of use have been keys
for taking eye tracking out of the research labs into broader
use [8].
METHODOLOGY
The typical outcome of such eye tracking is a ‘heat map’,
showing where most of the looking takes place. By dividing
the package into areas of interest, and by measuring the location of one’s focus several times, eye tracking can tell the
designer the package areas gathering the most gazes and
attracting the most attention. This information is not the
same as what is important for the consumer. Rather the
information tells what attracts the eye.
Eye tracking as a measurement method has become
popular among qualitative researchers, as a way to identify
where a person looks. Once the researcher discovers the key
locations, it becomes easy to probe the consumer who may
not be aware of where he looked, but can certainly offer
opinions about the different package areas of interest (AOI)
that are being measured by eye tracking.
There is also a quantitative way of analyzing eyetracking data. When the package is divided into AOI, eye
tracking can identify which AOI is looked at say every 10th
of a second. The technology to do so is already available.
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Eye Tracking in the World of Advertising and Package
Research
Eye tracking is now used in virtually every kind of marketing research to measure what works and what does not, or
at least where the eye looks in a stimulus that has many
different AOI’s. The world of eye tracking encompasses
such diverse entities as TV ads, billboards, product packaging and web sites.
With the increasing technological prowess comes
increasing sophistication in the way the data are analyzed.
For example, packages and other objects are scanned differently by each visitor based on individual perception, interest,
need, age, education level, computer monitor, browser settings and other variables that can be tracked in empirical, eye
tracking studies [9]. Although cognitive processes cannot be
observed directly, they are reflected in the pattern of gaze
behavior. People do not explore an image or package randomly while looking at it. For example, while viewing an
image, the items in the foreground get more attention than
the items in the background [10]. People usually pay more
attention to certain distinct features such as the edges of an
object, colors, or asymmetries processing a significant part
of the visual information on a pre-attention level.
Researchers working with eye tracking have developed
some normative data about how to measure the different
aspects of eye movement. For example, Gaze path is a
sequential combination of fixations and saccades produced
by the eyes. Fixation is a relative stability of the eyes for a
brief period on a specific location. On average, fixation lasts
for 200-300 milliseconds. In general, more than 150,000 eye
movements occur each day for one person. Saccades usually
last between 50 and 150 milliseconds and occur 2-3 times
per second with people having clear vision during the fixations, but not during the saccades [11].
The paper focuses specifically on eye tracking and the
experimental design of packages, when the researcher and
the designer can control the stimuli, presenting known combinations to the respondent. What type of link exists between
what the researcher can do to the stimulus by such systematic design, how the eye tracks these changes, and what type
of response the participant in a study might make (e.g., interest, statement of emotion)? The paper explores this new
interlinked approach working with wine in a box.
Boxed wine Case Study
It is difficult to overstate the role of correctly choosing
the right visual parameters for packaging. Recent studies
showed that even when shoppers are open-minded and
directly considering a category (as opposed to picking up
their usual brand), over one-third of the brands displayed are
completely ignored. However, a unique and striking appearance consistently helps to attract the shopper’s gaze [12] and
aid in an increased purchase intent.
Sometimes the packages become the unintended victims
of the conflicting approaches separately favored by marketers, designers, product developers, brand managers, etc.
Focus groups and other forms of direct questioning, although
still popular, do not usually resolve the problem. The only
reliable way to satisfy the consumers is by involving them in
the process of package creation [13]. Let’s now see the same
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consumer involvement explored, but this time ‘married to’
the technology of eye tracking.
The approach, together with eye-tracking, utilizes Rule
Developing Experimentation (RDE) introduced in [4]. The
paper explores a simplified package for boxed wine, comprising four silos, each with three elements. The structure of
the wine package appears in Fig. (1). The very-simplified
package comprises a label, a background medallion for the
label, a center picture, and a tag line, respectively. Whenever
an experimental design requires a silo to be missing, there is
always a background behind the stimulus, so that the eye
doesn’t sense a discontinuity. That is, the silo may be missing, but otherwise the package looks reasonable [14].
Silo 1 (Label Fonts)
Fonts are often used to indicate high quality, especially
when the script is fancy and provides a sense of old luxury.
Following this notion, a single label text (Château du Vin)
executed in three different ways: with a fancy font, a regular
large font and a regular small font, respectively.
Silo 2 (Medallions)
The design comprised three medallions: a banner, a
hexagon and an oval.
Silo 3 (Picture)
The center picture placeholder also has three options: two
color variations of the bottle and a stylized picture of grapes.
Silo 4 (Tagline)
The tagline has the same text for all three options
(“100% Organic Wine’) rendered in a normal font, large
script and small script.
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With four silos, each comprising three options, the
experimental design calls for 27 unique combinations. RDE
ensures that each respondent tests a different set of combinations, followed by a classification questionnaire.
The first rating scale was the nine-point purchase intent
question: ‘How LIKELY are you to PURCHASE this wine?
1=Not at all Likely… 9 = Very Likely’.
Our second focus for the subject reactions was the emotional reaction to the package. The respondent had a choice
among seven alternatives, including one ‘non-emotion’
response (neutral). These seven were presented for each
concept. The respondents were instructed to select the one
emotion most appropriate for the wine package, from this
group: Sad, Irritated, Calm, Neutral, Joyful, Relaxed and
Energized.
This research has been conducted in partnership with a
Swedish company Tobii Technology. Tobii is one of the
world’s leaders in hardware and software solutions for eye
tracking. Tobii’s expertise comes from their ability to design
both for the scientific community and for helping the
disabled communicate by eye movement.
Important for the research was Tobii’s ability to create a
product that was not intrusive. That is, respondents did not
see any indications that their eye movements were being
monitored and recorded. In fact, the only way the respondents knew about their eye-movement been tracked is due to
information provided during their recruitment and orientation. The Tobii devices are very similar to traditional LCD
displays and do not bias respondents more than other
computer-aided technologies for interviewing people.

Fig. (1). Template of the Wine Package Design Project with the tested elements (not to scale).
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A second objective measure was response time. There is
always a reaction time between the presentation of a stimulus package on the computer screen and the first response
that a person makes, e.g., rating. This intervening time is
presumed to be the time it takes for a respondent to process
the information, and make a judgment. More than a century
ago, psychologists began to measure reaction time to stimuli.
Over the years, this measure, like blood pressure for a
doctor, started to yield its secrets. Response or reaction time
wasn’t simply something fixed. It varied with the stimulus,
suggesting that this ‘dead time’ might actually correspond to
some mental processing.
The RDE tool utilized in the research, IdeaMap®.Net, is
set up to measure the interval between the time when the
rendering of the package is complete on the respondent’s
screen and the rating assigned by the respondent. It’s important to keep in mind that computers differ in the speed at
which they are able to download the particular image of a
package and display that image. The response time utility
picks up that time between the completion of rendering and
the respondent’s rating, because that definition of response
time cannot be influenced by the speed of the computer.
Overall, the data generated by this first study using
experimental design and eye tracking provides a very rich
source of information including the experimental design,
interest and emotion, coupled with eye movements (at least
for the first 5 seconds), and response time.
The data collection was executed in cooperation with
Tobii Technology and its associate Realeyes Data Services
Ltd. in August of 2008 with 50 pre-recruited respondents in

Fig. (2). The Tobii eye-tracking device used in the project.
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a central location in the United Kingdom utilizing Tobii eye
tracking devices similar to the one shown in Fig. (2).
RESULTS
In package designs, there are typically modest performing elements, rather than very strong or very poor performers. Boxed wine is no different. Look at Table 1, which
shows the impact values for the 12 elements. Let’s first look
at the total panel:
1.

The additive constant is below 0, which makes sense.
If there are no elements, there’s nothing to look at.
Unlike the concept of a boxed wine, respondents are
really looking at the package itself. Without content,
the package is meaningless.

2.

Averaging the data across all the respondents reveals
a few good (but not great) elements that drive up their
purchase intent. The consumers are generally neutral
or slightly negative to the idea of the boxed wine but
it could be influenced by selecting ‘right’ elements
for the package: the fancy font label (A1) or the large
regular font label (A2). Another winning element is
the purple bottle (C1). There are no negative elements
for the Total, although half of the elements are neutral.

3.

The font plays a role. In fact, the key to success is to
have big fonts, not small fonts.

4.

Medallions play a much smaller role. It really doesn’t
matter what type of medallion is used. However,
when it comes to choosing a medallion, the visually
simple oval is best.
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RDE Results: How Features of Boxed Wine Labels Drive Purchase
Gender

Age

Income

Consumption

Segments

Seg. 2 – no nonsense

Seg. 1 – visually oriented

Less than once a week

Once a week or more

Greater than £40K

Less than £40K

30+

18-29

Female

Male

Total Sample

Element
Base size

50

27

23

32

18

26

24

35

15

38

12

Additive constant

-8

1

-18

-10

-4

-13

-2

-2

-21

-14

12

Silo 1 – Font
A1

Fancy font
label

11

6

17

14

7

12

11

8

19

11

12

A2

Large normal font
label

10

4

17

9

10

9

10

6

18

13

0

A3

Small normal font
label

4

0

9

4

4

0

8

4

4

6

-3

Silo 2 – Medallion
B3

Oval

3

3

4

6

-2

1

5

3

4

2

7

B1

Ribbon

2

4

-1

3

0

4

-1

-3

14

2

-1

B2

Fancy
hexagon

0

3

-2

2

-3

-1

2

0

2

1

0

Silo 3 – Picture
C1

Purple
bottle

11

11

12

11

12

16

6

11

12

17

-7

C2

Green
bottle

8

5

11

9

6

16

-1

5

14

14

-12

C3

Grapes

7

-1

15

6

8

10

4

3

16

15

-18

Silo 4 – Tagline
D2

Large script
font tagline

4

0

9

5

3

7

1

3

7

4

5

D3

Small script
font tagline

3

-4

10

4

-1

7

-2

0

8

1

7

D1

Normal
font tagline

2

-2

7

3

0

5

-1

2

3

2

3

5.

6.

The pictures make a difference. All the pictures do
well. Color of the picture is important, with a purple
bottle (C1) doing better than a green bottle (C2). But
it’s not just color, its topic. The stylized grapes do
well (C3), but again not as well as the purple bottle.
There’s really no functional reason for the pictures –
it’s a matter of artistic taste.
The taglines are all the same – slightly positive to
neutral.

Breaking out the results by gender, age, income, consumption frequency, and lastly by segments defined in terms
of their responses to the package elements, let’s just look at
exceptions to the patterns defined by the total panel.
1.

When it comes to gender, females are far more
responsive to the visual elements than males are.
Females start with a much lower baseline (-18), so it
is the visual elements that do the work. Males, in contrast start with a higher baseline (1), but most of the
visual elements don’t perform particularly well. The
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message here is clear – females are more responsive
than males. Females are quite negative to the general
idea of the package but selecting the fancy or large
font label with the picture of the grapes dramatically
increases their purchase intent (A1 or A2 and C3). In
fact, the three mentioned above elements would convince an additional 42% of the female consumers to
buy the wine. Males are different. They are completely indifferent to the picture of grapes, and messaging about organic content -- whereas females love
both.
2.

The two age groups show random differences. One
interesting ‘factoid’ is that the older respondents like
the elaborate font more than the younger respondents
do. If that is an instance of a general rule, then the
font may be very important as a covert attractor of the
appropriate age group.

3.

Income makes a difference, with the higher income
respondents beginning with a much lower base (additive constant = -13), but with the elements doing all
the work.

4.

Moving on to consumption patterns, the patterns that
emerged previously could be observed. Those who
consume wine frequently start out with higher baselines, but the elements are not particularly powerful.
In contrast, those who consume wine less frequently
start out with low baselines, but respond more
strongly to some of the elements, especially the
pictures.

5.

The segmentation of the respondents based on the
patterns of their responses shows the most profound
differences among ‘complementary’ groups of
respondents. The two segments that emerge differ
dramatically in the pattern of what they respond to.
a.

b.

6.

Segment 1, ‘Visual’, comprises about 75% of
the respondents. The ‘Visual’ is negative to the
general idea of boxed wine. However, merely
featuring a simple large font label (A2) along
with the purple bottle (C1) could sway an
additional 30% of the respondents to say that
they would buy the packaged wine.
Segment 2, ‘No Nonsense’, comprises about
25% of the respondents. The ‘No Nonsense’ is
moderately positive to the general idea of
boxed wine - about12% would be interested in
buying the package without any elements
shown to them. However, things go downhill
from here – there are not many positives that
influence these consumers. With the exception
of the fancy font label (A1) on the oval banner
(B3) and small font tagline (D3, a modest
impact), nothing sways them. Quite the
opposite – any picture reduces their interest in
purchase.

Our excursion into the innards of the experimental
design suggests to us that the pictures make a lot of
difference, as do the fonts. The medallions make less
of a difference, and the taglines hardly contribute.

Let’s superimpose the gaze locations on the package
(Fig. 3 shows an example of the gaze path of a respondent).
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The gaze path starts from the middle of the package, which
is the most typical starting point. The gaze then moves from
location 1 to location 2, and to the label located at location 3.
After stopping at location 3, the gaze moves through the
middle area again (locations 4 and 5), and to the tagline (6).
People differ, however, so the pattern from one respondent
will differ from the pattern of the next respondent.

Fig. (3). Gaze path of a single package of a single respondent.

A very effective, graphical way to present eye tracking
data uses group data displayed in the so-called ‘heat map’.
Heat maps provide an overall view of eye activity of the
respondents evaluating the packages. Heat maps are developed by combining the data from all eye gazes on the packages. The more people look at a location, the more ‘heat’ is
assigned to that particular location. Heat maps are colorcoded, to display the information graphically: the color red
corresponds to the most gazed at areas, yellow corresponds
to areas that are looked at, and finally green corresponds to
the least looked at (Fig. 4).
Most of the gazes concentrate on the middle of the center
picture area and the label with less time spent on the tagline.
Quite interestingly, the fixed area at the footer of the package
that did not vary showed different patterns of viewing. For
example, males virtually ignored the area, while females
gazed the producer information and the volume of the package. The full analysis of the heat maps is beyond the scope
of this paper.
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2.

In the full sequence of the 5 seconds, just 8% of the
time do the consumers look at the label area L, only
11% of the time do they look at the picture area P,
and a measly 3% of the time do they look at the tagline T.

3.

These numbers are based on the short initial period (5
seconds only) of each screen. Alternatively, tabulating the time between the screen rendering and the
actual rating time (the moment the respondent presses
the rating button), would yield a much lower proportion of time spent evaluating the actual package.

So, the respondents do not spend a lot of time evaluating
the packages. Maybe they are cheating or just bored during
the long exercise?
Do Respondents Pay Attention?

Fig. (4). “Heat map” (intensity of the combined gazes) for the total
sample overlaid on the template (to show the locations). On the
original, the red color indicates a more intensive accumulated gaze,
yellow – medium intensity and green – light one. On the B/W
version, red and yellow merged into black and dark grey while
green is light grey.

Dissecting the Patterns of the ‘look'
A working hypothesis was that the respondent spends
most or at least a lot of their time evaluating the stimuli
(pictures).
The research sampled the gaze location during the first
five seconds starting from the moment the package was been
completely rendered in the browser. In most cases, the package came on almost immediately (all the parts were preloaded at the start of the interview). Furthermore, most people make their decisions within a few seconds. Following
this idea, the gaze was recorded for exactly five seconds,
even if the respondent had not yet made a judgment.
Here are some of the highlights:
1.

Respondents don’t look at the package all of the time.
In fact, on the average, respondents spend only about
22% of the first five seconds (about 1 second in total)
looking at the package itself. The rest of the time
(78% or almost 4 seconds), they either read and
answer the questions or simply ‘wander’ around, outside the package.

Let’s first see whether the short evaluation time suggests
‘cheating’. Our observed, perhaps disturbingly short time of
gaze is not necessarily a bad thing. The respondents should
not over-intellectualize the exercise – they should provide
their first reaction, their ‘gut’ feeling. People form their general opinion about visual objects very fast but that opinion is
usually strong. [15-16] point that Web surveys raise concerns about the time needed for the web users to form their
opinion about a web page. A recent study by researchers in
Canada showed that the snap decisions Internet users make
about the quality of a web page have a lasting impact on
their opinions. They also reported that impressions were
made in the first 50 milliseconds of viewing [17]. The findings suggest that it is mostly the main features and the general appearance of the objects that makes a difference, not
those small details, which require more time to evaluate.
Do Respondents Change the Pattern of Inspecting Packages
with Experience?
The RDE approach uses an experimental design in order
to generate a set of systematically varied prototypes to be
rated by the respondents. Depending on the number of variables, a respondent might have to evaluate dozens of similar
looking screens (in our case, 27 although in some designs,
the number is much higher). This systematic creation of a
relatively large array of packages, and a possibly onerous
task, will help us to discover whether or not the respondent
changes his personal strategy of gazing, as this 27-screen
interview moves along.
Let’s now do this analysis, first by dividing the 27 unique
screens evaluated by each respondent into thirds - first
(screens 1-9), second (screens 10-18), and third (screens 1927). People have individual ways of acquiring information.
Let’s examine the FIRST location the respondent looks at.
This is the start of the pattern. On average, the person presented with the same type of stimulus should land at the
same place, and explore in more or less the same way. If the
respondents start changing their place of landing when they
begin the interview (screens 1-9) versus when they end the
interview (screens 19-27), there are evidences that they are
less attentive, and more random in their visual search.
Regardless of the interview part (Fig. 5) – whether at it’s
beginning, in the middle or at the end – about three quarters
of the consumers start their first gaze at the same place – the
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center of the package (location P, main picture). By the end
of the study, this number falls just slightly.
One possible explanation of the findings is that they
might be related to the habitual ways a person looks at a
package, and thus represent ‘automatic behavior’ that is not
under the influence of boredom. In the majority of cases, the
gazes are center-loaded. The number of first gazes at the
center slightly drops towards the end of the interview (from
77% to 71%) while the label area gains in returns the gazes
(20% to 28%). The tag line loses some (from 3% to 1%)
gazes at the end of the surveys. The latter (both the absolute
values and the trend of reducing interest) hints that the tag
line (location T) should not be considered as the most preferred place for important messages.
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dent, separately considering the first third of the packages
that person evaluated (stimuli 1-9) and the last third of the
packages (stimuli 19-27). Fig. (6) plots the 50 respondents in
the triangle plot. The pattern is almost the same, meaning
that the general distribution of gazes across 50 people looks
pretty much the same at the start of the evaluation and
towards the end of the evaluation. People do not change their
gaze patterns, even with practice.
All in all, the results suggest that people don't seem to
change their gaze patterns with repeated exposure. Boredom
may set it, but people move their eyes in the same general
pattern.
What Happens After that First Gaze?
1.

The location of that first gaze correlates with the total
amount of time an individual will spend exploring the
entire package.

2.

When a person’s first gaze landed on the main picture
(P), as was the case for most of the package evaluations, then most of the time the eyes would spend
about half as much time looking at the label (L) as
they had looked at the picture.

3.

Now let’s look at what happens when the person first
looked at the label. The same type of pattern occurs.
Let’s call the time the person would spend looking at
the label LT (label time). The person would then
move away from the label, and spend a total of
approximately 0.65 LT devoted to the entire rest of
the package.

4.

Despite the emerging regularities of the eye movement, the location of the first gaze neither correlates
with the emotion selected, nor correlates with the
time that the respondent needs to make a decision.
This suggests that the location of the first gaze
defines the information a person ‘takes in’, but does
not tell us about any emotional response.

5.

Where the eye lands can influence the purchase
rating. There seems to be some relation between the
location of the first gaze and purchase intent. To

Fig. (5). Change in the location of the first gaze as the study progresses: start of the interviews (screens 1 to 9); middle of the interviews (screens 10 to 18) and the end (screens 19 to 27). The numbers represent the averages of the respondents with the first gaze at
the corresponding locations.

The percent of the time that a respondent gazes at each of
the three main areas of interest - label, picture and tagline add up to 100%. The computation is done for each respon-
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Fig. (6). Even with continued practice, people do not change the way they look at the package. The figures show the percent of gazes at the
three locations, for the first nine versus the last nine stimuli. The pattern of people is fairly similar.
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explore that, the respondents were divided into
groups, defined by the location where their eyes
landed at package-by-package level. 1350 screens (27
from each of 50 people) were divided by the location
where the respondents’ gaze first landed. The most
interesting discovery, probably not leading to a rule,
however, is for the Fancy Front Label (element A1).
When the first gaze landed in the label L, and it happened to be this particular element, a full 23% more
respondents would buy this package, rather than just
8% if the first gaze landed in the picture area. Getting
the first landing right, on the label, and getting the
first gaze there, may have some unexpected impact.
What ‘Sticks’ the Viewer’s Eyes to the Package?
Some parts of the package grab the attention of the
respondents and keep them for a while. Others might be as
striking and catch the gazes but not for long. The eye moves
away after looking for a moment. In the best of worlds, the
designer and marketer want the consumer to look at the different parts of the package, not just focus on one part and
ignore the other. The various parts of the package convey
information – whether brand, flavor, price, nutrition, etc.
The proportion of time for each test package that the eye
spent on the different areas of interest was measured. The
objective was to develop a number that shows the variation
in the time spent on the three major areas of interest:
label/medallion (the label and the medallion were
co-located), the picture, and the tagline.
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5.

Person 5: 100% looking at the label, 0% looking at
the picture, 0% looking at the tagline standard deviation = 0.58. This is the most extreme example.

With this in mind, let’s look now at the distribution of all
of the pictures, to see how the different elements drive the
gaze. The survey of 50 respondents rating 27 test packages
resulted in 1350 stimuli. Each stimulus generates its own
percent of times that the respondent gazes at each of the
three different areas of interest (label, picture, and tagline). A
sense of the eye movements emerges by looking at the distribution of the standard deviation per each screen, keeping
in mind that a standard deviation of 0 means that the eye
gazes at all three areas equally in terms of time, whereas a
standard deviation of 0.58 means that one location monopolizes the view. Fig. (7) shows the distribution of these standard deviations. The abscissa runs from a low of 0 corresponding to the equal view of all areas on the package, to a
high of 0.58 where only one area out of the three is looked at
for the entire time.
In about 16% of the cases (the large bar on the right end
of the histogram), the respondents concentrated only on one
area on the package ignoring the rest. In just a very few cases
(the left end of the chart) the respondent allocated an even
amount of time for every area of the package. The bulk of
the consumers fall in the middle of the spectrum where they
looked the packages over with a reasonably varied amount of
time spent on each one of them.
Look at one
area only

Each individual package yielded a variation in gaze location. If the person spends equal amounts of time, regardless
of how much, gazing at the three different locations, a standard deviation for this stimulus for this person should be
equal to ‘0’. If, however, the person spends a lot of gaze time
looking at the picture, and little gaze time looking at the
label or the tagline, the standard deviation should be high.
For demonstration purposes, the following example will
show the logic. Five scenarios below summarize different
patterns of gaze times, defined as percent of the total time a
person looks at the test package (relative length of time).
1.

Person 1: 33% looking at the label, 33% looking at
the picture, 33% looking at the tagline, standard
deviation = 0.00. This person shows no preference.
All three locations on the package are equally sticky.

2.

Person 2: 45% looking at the label, 45% looking at
the picture, 10% looking at the tagline, standard
deviation = 0.20. This person shows no preference for
label versus picture, but does not pay attention to the
tagline.

3.

Person 3: 60% looking at the label, 30% looking at
the picture, 10% looking at the tagline, standard
deviation = 0.25. This person focuses primarily on the
label, suggesting that the label ‘hogs the gaze’.

4.

Person 4: 66% looking at the label, 33% looking at
the picture, 0% looking at the tagline, standard deviation = 0.33. In this is one of the extreme examples,
the person is looking 2/3 of the time at the label, 1/3
of the time at the picture, and never at the tagline.

Look all
around

Standard deviation of gaze locations

Fig. (7). How people distribute their gazes on a package. The figure
shows the distribution of standard deviations for gazing at three
locations. A standard deviation of 0 means that the gaze for a single
person, single stimulus is distributed equally across label, picture
and tagline. A standard deviation of 0.58 means that the same gaze
focuses only on one of the three locations for the entire evaluation.

Continuing this analysis of gazing, let us now look at the
contribution of each of our 12 elements to this ‘stickiness’.

Extending Rule Developing Experimentation to Perception of Food
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The experimental design systematically varies the different
elements thus allowing for relating the size of the standard
deviation to the presence of each of the 12 elements. The
higher the contribution of a particular element, the more that
element forces the respondent to focus on one location, and
ignore the others. In contrast, the lower the contribution of
an element, the more that element forces the eye to distribute
its gaze equally (Table 2).
In an ideal case, the designer wants the consumer to look
around the package, rather than concentrating on only one
part of the package, ignoring the rest. It is important for
foods to convey both brand and functional delivery, such as
nutrition. So, what are the features that keep the consumer’s
eye wandering? In other words, what are the package
elements that reduce the size of the standard deviation?
Table 2 shows how the 12 elements ‘drive’ the gazing.
Let’s now list some of the patterns that appear to emerge
from this table.
1.

The additive constant is the estimated standard deviation in the absence of elements. It might be considered to be the ‘propensity to shift one’s gaze’. Recall
that larger numbers means that the gaze does not shift
as much, whereas smaller numbers means that the
gaze shifts around more. Males show higher constants
for the model (0.45) and females show lower constants (0.37). This suggests that females vary their
gaze more than males do.

2.

The printed information (conveyed by fonts) drives
people to move around more. The label medallion and
the picture drive people to move around less and con-

Table 2.
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centrate more. People do not stop and gaze at text –
they read and move on. People do stop and gaze at
pictures and at medallions.
3.

The impact of text differentiates males from females.
Males are more likely to move their gaze around
when confronted with text. Females are somewhat
less likely to do so and probably read the text.

4.

Males and females are more similar in their reaction
to the visual stimuli of medallion and picture.

Keep in mind that there is no ‘good’ versus ‘poor’ performance here. Knowing what package design features keep
the gaze moving provides information to the designer about
how to engineer the package. One could envision the application of such findings to the packages with multiple
messages / images (e.g., health, taste, authenticity, etc.) The
marketer would want to find a combination that keeps the
eyes on the package longer but not at one location. In some
instances, a preferable situation would be to distribute the
time of the gazes more or less evenly between the elements
of the package
Linking Emotions
Emotions drive everything that people do, and often
guide our everyday choices. Without emotions, there will be
no action. Of course, emotions steer our purchase decisions.
Sometimes a small nuance in a package feature, its color or
size, can significantly influence the emotions. The ‘right’
emotion could produce the desired action. Some marketers
want their products to cause people to feel joyful, others relaxed, yet others - energized. Is it possible to ‘engineer’ the

How Each of the Elements of the Boxed Wine Package Drive the Eye to Focus on a Single Area of Interest (High
Numbers), or Move Around the Package (Low Numbers). The Dependent Variable for the Model is the Standard
Deviation of the Percent of Time Spent on Label Versus Picture Versus Tagline

Additive Constant

Total

Males

Females

0.42

0.45

0.37

Elements keep gaze moving
A3

Small normal font label

-0.07

-0.09

-0.04

D2

Large script font tagline

-0.07

-0.07

-0.07

D3

Small script font tagline

-0.07

-0.08

-0.06

A1

Fancy font label

-0.06

-0.08

-0.04

A2

Large normal font label

-0.05

-0.07

-0.03

D1

Normal font tagline

-0.05

-0.05

-0.04

C3

Grapes

-0.03

-0.02

-0.05

C1

Purple bottle

-0.02

-0.02

-0.02

C2

Green bottle

-0.02

-0.01

-0.03

B3

Oval medallion

0.01

0.01

0.00

B1

Ribbon medallion

0.02

0.02

0.02

B2

Fancy hexagon medallion

0.02

0.02

0.01

Elements keep gaze fixated
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emotions that the consumer might experience looking at the
specific package and thus help the marketers and designers
to create an emotional link or context for a more successful
product?
Emotions can be measured either through self-reporting,
where the consumers indicate their feelings, or through
psycho-physiological measurements where the emotions are
indirectly measured through physiological parameters. The
former method of direct self-report is much more practical
and has been used in our case study here.
The next area of research was a search for a correlation
between eye movements and emotions. The method of
having a respondent select the emotion that most characterized a particular package seemed appropriate for this study
as well. It’s easy for respondents to select the emotion,
although such an approach does not get at the rich set of
multiple emotions that might underlie a specific package.
There were no expectations about what might be the relation,
if any.
The second rating question of our experiment instructed
the respondents to select the ONE emotion they felt when
they inspected the particular package for boxed wine. A
standard set of emotions was proposed: sad, irritated, calm,
neutral, joyful, relaxed or energized, respectively.
The information collected based on the systematically
varied packages gave us a large database of emotions and
their associations. Fig. (8) shows the distribution of the
emotion ratings of the consumers in the packaged wine
project. This distribution is done in the same way as the
distribution of response times. Although the co-variation of
package design features and the selection of emotions is not
yet clear, there are a disproportionately high number of
neutral and calm ratings.
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Aside from ‘Neutral’, the most frequently selected
emotions were ‘Calm’, ‘Irritated’ and ‘Relaxed’. This could
be explained by some polarized opinions about alcohol
consumption and different mindsets of the respondents. It is
possible that the consumers that see wine as a special social
occasion would not possibly like the package preferring
instead a classical bottle. Others associate wine with free and
relaxing time. These are hypotheses that can be checked out
by other types of research.
How do Package Features Drive Emotions?
The statistical method of regression analysis generates
the individual impact values, for each package element. The
same approach works for emotions, resulting in deconstruction of the seven different emotions from one scale into
seven different emotion scales with seven new dependent
variables.
For example, in the case of ‘irritated’, there are 1350 different packages evaluated by 50 respondents. The default
value for ‘irritated’ is ‘0’, which means that the package was
not selected as being irritating. Now, let us go through all
1350 packages, and see what was actually selected for each
package. About 17.5% of the packages were associated with
the respondent saying he was ‘irritated’ (Fig. 8). For each of
those packages, the default value ‘0’ is replaced with ‘100’.
This matrix of 1350 rows, with package elements, and the
two values, 0 or 100 for ‘irritated’, is easily analyzed by
regression. The data are summarized in Table 3, which
shows how each element drives each emotion.
Let’s see how the elements drive the emotions, if they do
at all.
1.

Create a package that makes the respondent feel
‘relaxed’. The designer should consider using the
large normal font label (A2) on the ribbon banner
(B1), the picture of the purple bottle (C1) and large
script font tagline (D2). This combination maximizes
the sum of the utilities for the column ‘Relaxed’.
Replacing the large normal font (A2) with the small
normal font (A3) and keeping the rest of the elements
unchanged, minimizes the feeling of irritating.

2.

Create a package that makes the respondent feel
‘energized’. The designer should consider a package
with the fancy font logo (A1) on either of the banners
(B1-B3), the picture of the green bottle (C2) and the
small script font tagline (D3).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Eye tracking, as well as other psycho-physiological
measures, provide some information about what the body
does. This information can, of course, be linked to the stimulus, and reports generated. For the most part, eye tracking
and other such measure have been used as simple dependent
variables. The researcher makes a change in the stimulus,
and measures the eye tracking behavior.

Fig. (8). Distribution of the emotion selections for the 1350
experimentally designed boxed wine packages. Each package had
to have one emotion attached to it.

A much deeper consumer understanding can be achieved
by the systematic variation of the stimuli, searching for generalities and rules, that transcend simple ‘point measures’
such as ‘Package X generates more heat around the label
than does Package Y’.

Extending Rule Developing Experimentation to Perception of Food
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Individual Contributions of the Elements of the Wine Box to Different Emotions as Selected by the Respondent

Additive constant

Sad

Irritated

Calm

Neutral

Joyful

Relaxed

Energized

14

37

14

50

-8

-6

-2

Silo 1 – font
A1

Fancy font label

-4

-10

2

-3

4

7

4

A2

Large normal font label

-4

-18

7

1

4

8

2

A3

Small normal font label

-3

-19

13

0

3

5

1

Silo 2 – medallion
B1

Ribbon

1

1

4

-7

2

2

-3

B2

Fancy sextagon

1

3

3

-6

1

0

-3

B3

Oval

3

5

1

-8

4

-2

-3

Silo 3 – picture
C1

Purple bottle

-9

-10

4

-11

5

15

5

C2

Green bottle

-10

-7

3

-7

4

8

9

C3

Grapes

-4

-2

0

-14

13

5

3

Silo 4 – tagline
D1

Normal font tagline

-1

-3

-5

0

4

3

2

D2

Large script font tagline

-1

-3

-4

-4

3

7

2

D3

Small script font tagline

-1

-2

0

-3

1

3

3

The combined approach looks at eye tracking as a
psycho-physiological measure, and both interest and emotion
as two different classes of subjective measures. In addition,
the approach utilizes experimental design of the stimuli,
rather than simply presenting two stimuli and looking for an
‘effect’.

ing to create an emotional link between the package
and consumer or create a proper emotional context
stimulating purchase decision.
4.

Eye tracking data of the systematically varied packages generates insights into consumers’ gaze patterns
providing the information for fine-tuning the packages, helping to select right locations of the features
as well as adjust font size, colors, etc. to achieve marketing goals. Additional deep insights could be
obtained through analysis of explicit and implicit
interactions [18].

5.

Used together, experimental design, eye tracking, and
multiple ratings (evaluative, emotion selection) could
generate an actionable database for particular
projects. The approach does not provide ‘general
rules’. Rather, the rules or patterns are appropriate for
each particular study. From the results of many of
these studies there should emerge an even more powerful understanding of how people react to packages.

6.

The approach could be integrated into consumerdriven innovation ‘machine’ proposed in [19-20].

The approach and the empirical results lead to suggestions that should be viewed as the start of research efforts
rather than as hard and fast rules:
1.

2.

3.

Emotions and eye tracking, traditionally used independently and without the benefits of experimental
design, provide information that sometimes is not
easy to interpret or make actionable.
Experimental design provides better, more actionable
information. The rules enable the designer to consider
different options for a package, doing so in a knowledge-based way. Experimental design provides
improved understanding of the general consumer
mind, highlighting the differences between the demographic groups and empowering the designer with
actionable attitudinal segmentation. It gives input for
the rough first iteration in the package design based
on the general directions of understanding the
consumer mind.
The analysis of emotions connected with package
designs give a sense of how the consumer feels about
the viewing experience. The approach provides some
insights into associated emotions of the consumers.
The emotion data might help the astute designer look-
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